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Why am I 
giving this 
talk?

• It is my great pleasure to speak at this 
symposium about Mel’s career.  When asked by 
Young-Kee I was honored but also concerned 
since I did not overlap with Mel during much of 
the time the he was playing leadership roles at 
CDF. In fact, I joined only in late 1993, and was 
working below the CDF control room testing 
LeCroy TDC when all the excitement about top 
was going on with Mel and others “upstairs”.
• So my plan for this talk has been to contact CDF 

colleagues familiar with these days and collect 
talks and photos from this era. This will form the 
bulk of what I am about to show. Thanks to 
those who helped. Some of you here today are 
more familiar with these early days, so feel free 
to add and correct what I say!
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The plan ..

First review the  
“big picture” of 

events leading to 
the creation of 

Fermilab  and the 
CDF experiment. 
This sets the time 
frame into which 
Mel entered after 
graduating with a 

PhD  in 1972

Review Mel’s 
role the 

planning and 
construction of 

CDF

Then his 
leadership 
during the 

operation of 
CDF, in physics 

and as Co-
spokesperson

A few 
concluding 

remarks
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How it all started
In the late 1965 there was 
a call for proposals from 

the Atomic Energy 
Commission and the 
National Academy of 

Sciences  to build a 200 
GeV proton accelerator in 
the US. They received 126 

proposals ! 

The NAS narrowed the 
list of sites down to 

seven in March 1966: 
Sierra Nevada, California; 
Denver, Colorado; South 

Barrington, Illinois; 
Weston, Illinois; Ann 

Arbor, Michigan; 
Brookhaven, New York; 

and Madison, Wisconsin. 

The Weston site 
had some 
challenges

Local opposition: 
Residents feared 
that the influx of 
physicists would 
bring traffic and 

“disturb the moral 
fiber of the 

community.”

Legal problems: 
the site selection 

was hampered 
due to the lack of 
fair-housing laws 

in Illinois

It was a green-field 
site (compared to 

Berkeley, BNL, 
Argonne ..,)
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But the Weston site chosen!
q The Weston site had many strengths: 

including accessibility to users from all 
areas of the country given its 
Midwestern location and proximity to 
O'Hare airport. Also some political 
connections in Congress!

qThe AEC issued a press release 
announcing the selection of the Weston 
Illinois site on December 16, 1966. "In%any%conflict%between%technical%

expediency%and%human%rights,%we%
shall%stand%firmly%on%the%side%of%
human%rights”%:%R.%Wilson%

PO)Box)500)!)
Site!selecQon!stalled!due!to!lack!of!!!
“fair!housing!laws”!in!Illinois!!
(and!Michigan).!
!
But!in!April!1968!congress!passed!!
a!“fair!housing!bill”!in!part!due!to!!
the!poliQcal!horse!trading!!
(to!the!PresidenQal!level..)!!
of!$400M!coming!to!Illinois..!
!
Berkeley’s)view)on)collaboraAng..)
“Give%gladly%your%last%drop%of%%
blood%as%you%%die%!”%
%
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The National 
Accelerator Lab
• The driving force behind the construction of the new 

laboratory in Weston Illinois was Robert Wilson, who was 
appointed the Director in February 1967.

• The lab was called the National Accelerator Lab  (renamed as 
Fermlab in 1974).

• Remarkably the NAL’s  Main Ring accelerator quickly achieved 
its design energy of 200 GeV in March  1972. And then rapidly 
surpassed this going to 500 GeV by May 1976 

Bob Wilson: “The main application of the work here is spiritual, if 
you will. It’s because, in a philosophical sense, in the tradition of 
Democritus, we feel we have to understand in simplest terms, 
what matter is, in order to understand who we are.”

“The%main%applica-on%of%the%work%here%is%
spiritual,%if%you%will.%It’s%because,%in%a%
philosophical%sense,%in%the%tradi-on%of%
Democritus,%we%feel%we%have%to%understand,%in%
simplest%terms,%what%ma?er%is,%in%order%to%
understand%who%we%are.”%
!
!
!
Robert!R.!Wilson,!1974!

“Water)to)the)Ropes”)
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• 1972-1983 Tevatron design and construction
• 1983: first beams at 512 GeV proton beams 
• 1984: then 800 GeV proton beams
• 1981-1985 Anti-proton source design and construction
• Oct.16 1985 pbar – p first collisions at 1.6 TeV

Installation of final magnet in Energy-
saver-doubler in March 1983

Accelerator Control room when first 
512 GeV proton beam July 1983

Moving on to super-conducting 
magnets and the Tevatron
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Mel’s entry into HEP using 
his own words from an 

interview in 1995

Mel : “   I became involved in high-
energy physics entirely by accident. I 
was an undergraduate at Penn 
(graduated 1966) and I was looking 
around for a summer job and lo and 
behold, in one of the high-energy 
groups they needed someone for a 
summer job and that's how I started. 
Worked on some electronics for an 
experiment at Brookhaven, spent a 
summer at Brookhaven working from 
eight in the morning until two in the 
morning seven days a week and fell in 
love with it. Shows how nuts I am that I 
did and that was it. “

“I stayed in high-energy physics [and 
graduated with PhD from Princeton 
1972]”
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• Mel: “… when Bob Wilson first decided to have an initiative 
looking at the possibility of having colliding beams at Fermi 
Lab, he set up a Colliding Beam Department with Jim 
Cronin as the head and that was in December of 1976, and 
the initial group was about, must have been about, 10 or 15 
people meeting informally discussing both accelerator and 
detector issues and I was a member of that initial group.” 

First Some History 
Conception to birth of CDF was less than 8 years. D0 similarly quick. 

On the Way The Usual hiccups 

Planning for colliding beam experiments 1976-1977

Robert Wilson
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Planning for colliding-beam detectors in 1977

Mel: “It began in a summer study that we had in Aspen in the summer of 1977, and there we 
broke up into groups that were to focus on designing either a non-magnetic detector or a magnetic 
detector, which we did. In the end, after a number of months of arguing the pros and con, it was 
generally agreed upon that the magnetic detector would be most powerful and that what we were 
really looking at was a solonoid design. After that then the technical details which were, took a 
long time to settle on what was the best way to design each individual piece and that was a lot of 
hard work. But at least our direction was pretty clear once we set the general framework. “

Aspen 1977 workshop
Detector Group planning: Atac, Breidenbach, Brenner, Frisch, 
Hitlin, Johnson, Lach, Olsen, Pilcher, Pless, Sadulet, Sens, 
Shochet, Slaughter, Walker, Weitsch
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Formation of the CDF collaboration

q At Fermilab in 1977 the Director Bob Wilson created 
the Colliding Detector Facilities Department with Alvin 
Tollestrup as Chair.

q This resulted in the formation of the CDF Collaboration 
in 1980 with Co-spokespersons Alvin and Roy Schwitters.

q The CDF Conceptual Design Report was 
completed in 1981
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CDF was born as a USA-Japan-Italy Collaboration of 13 institutions and 87 physicists



Construction of CDF detector starts in B0 collision hall in July 1982
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On the Way The Usual hiccups 

On the Way The Usual hiccups 

Before health and safety existed … 

q Lab dedicated completion of CDF1 detector in October 1985



Mel’s choice of involvement with the CDF detector

Mel: “Well it's something that Henry and I discuss early on. What we wanted to do was find a piece of 
the detector which we found intellectually challenging and appropriate to a university. And we decided 
that one of the most intellectually challenging issues was the one of triggering. “

“We latched on to it so early that there wasn't even a debate 
about who was going to do the trigger because nobody even 
had time to think about it, we said we were going to do it. And 
that's what we worked on. First the general structure of how it 
was going to work and then the detailed designs of all of the 
individual components of the system.” 
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The Silicon Vertex Trigger         
(SVT) hardware

• A new concept in an event trigger 

• Triggering on displaced vertices at Level 2: 
a Chicago-Pisa-Trieste project

• Leaders 
Mel Shochet and Luciano Ristori

• First on-line B physics trigger at a hadron 
collider

• Installed in March 2001 for CDF Run 2
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Donatella Lucchesi 10
Beauty-2002

SVT: System architecture  
Hit finder: computes and 
outputs the centroid of 
each SVX cluster

Associative memory:
pattern recognition 

Hit buffer: retrieves the
original full resolution 
silicon hit coordinates and 
XFT track associated with
each road 

Track fitter: fits XFT track
and SVX hits  

Luciano: “The joining of the University of Chicago to 
the SVT project was very important to convince the 
INFN to fund it.  …  Of course Mel’s personal judgement 
on the solidity and value of the SVT concept was crucial 
in the process as was Henry’s. If Mel had not believed 
in the feasibility of SVT and in its potential for physics, 
SVT would probably have never existed.”

“Mel followed closely all the development and 
construction of SVT in all the details, engaging his 
students and giving fundamental contributions in 
some specific crucial components (like the ”Hit 
Finder” and the “Track Fitter”). “

Mel’s involvement with the SVT



Mel and 
physics at 
CDF

• Mel was early on interested in heavy flavor physics at 
CDF, serving as Co-convener of this working group 
when it was first organized.

Mel “ Brig Williams and I were the conveners of that 
group when it first was organized. In the early days of 
the detector we were organized around what we call the 
algorithm groups, which focused on how you were going 
to reconstruct the primary objects that all physics 
analyses were going to use.”

• ..and then searching for the top quark ... 
Mel: What happened was, that the primary focus of the 
heavy flavor group was top although there were 
presentations on B production. But after a while it 
became clear that in fact CDF was going to be doing 
more and more B physics. 
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First data taking with the CDF detector
• Oct 13 , 1985 first pbar-p collisions observed 
• 1988-1989: ~ 4 pb-1 on tape at √s = 1.8 TeV. 
First look at jets, Z mass …
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1983)

Physics Results and Precedents

Quick, before Mark II gets Zs (HH&S)

Not exciting yet

Topcite PRD

(long jet writeup)

350 Physicists

Fail to find

SUSY -NYT

(Maria spins 

better later)

Best Z mass for 3 weeks before MARK II turned on

Mel elected  CDF Co-spokesperson in 1989 with Alvin

Physics Results and Precedents

Quick, before Mark II gets Zs (HH&S)

Not exciting yet

Topcite PRD

(long jet writeup)

350 Physicists

Fail to find

SUSY -NYT

(Maria spins 

better later)



Run 1 of CDF and search for the top quark 
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• Data taking for Run 1 of CDF started with Run 
1A (1992) and continued with Run 1 B (1994 -
96). Total of 110 pb-1

During this run a silicon vertex tracker was    
installed in CDF (SVX, SVX’)

• Mel served as CDF Co-spokesperson over this 
time, first with Alvin (1989-1992) and then 
with Bill Carithers (1992-1995)

The Original Upgrade

Silicon (and planned obsolescence) 

    comes to CDF!
Original preradiator

Not Pictured:

Also not invisible

Also still there!

CMUP 

CMX lampposts
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Conversation between Bill and Mel : “the top mass 
limits are not getting better …”

Bill Carithers: “We were very fixated on developing better top 
mass limits. Mel had gone to recent conference to announce our 
mass limit of 60 Gev, the world’s best. Afterward, we began to 
notice that our mass limits were not improving with additional 
data. There were all these pesky “background” events that looked 
a lot like top. I remember one day when we were sitting in our 
offices on the third floor of the Assembly building when we looked 
at each other and wondered whether we were really starting to 
see a signal. Mel said something like “I wonder what the 
significance is now”. It turned out that I had recently bought a 
copy of the Mathematica software that made it easy to do 
Gaussian integrals. The significance was about 2.8 sigma if I 
remember correctly. Mel thought that we should appoint a 
committee to advise us on next steps for analysis and eventual 
publication. We did this (Alvin was the chair) and the rest was 
history. “
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Run 1 of CDF and the discovery of the top quark
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• After 68 pb-1 of data, observation of  the top 
quark was published in April 1995   
• See next talk by Tony Liss for all the details! 

• Giorgio Chiarelli: What I remember much 
better is the role Mel had in the top 
working group. He was a driving force and 
was able to keep most (if not everybody) 
people on board. There was a competition 
inside CDF (different groups), and tensions 
were high. In 1994 the difficulty was to 
have the Collaboration united behind the 
evidence …

Sending the top observation paper  
to PRL April 1995

… and telling the world about it



Concluding 
remarks

q I hope in this short talk I was able to show 
the broad contributions Mel has made to the 
CDF experiment:

Ø participation in early design of the detector
Ø innovations in triggering through the SVT
ØPhysics analysis and convenorships
ØCollaboration leadership as Co-spokesperson

q Much more to come in this Symposium
Next: Top and EWK physics at CDF

q And now I invite your remarks J.
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